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DIGITAL FILTERING WITH AN IBM 1620 COMPUTER 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Definition of Digital Filtering 

The great advances recently made in electronic data processing 

technology have given the communication engineer a new tool, digital 

filtering, for the recovery of communication signals received in the 

presence of noise. Digital filtering can be defined as operations on 

sampled data with a digital computer which enhance the usefulness 

of the data. A digital filter is a sequence of weighting coefficients 

that are used to compute a moving average of the raw data. Digital 

or discrete data smoothing are other terms that are frequently used 

to mean digital filtering. The term filtering is used because of the 

analogy with analog filtering operations. There is a direct corre- 

spondence in purpose, and often the same analytic approach is used, 

i. e. frequency -domain analysis. 

Some advantages of digital data processing compared to analog 

processing are the accuracy of computation that is possible with a 

digital computer, the inherent flexibility of programmed control, and 

the relative ease with which complicated computational processes are 

performed. A disadvantage of digital data processing is that a large 

computer is required for processing even a moderate amount of data 
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in an optimum manner. The mathematics needed to describe digital 

processing is frequently more difficult than that needed for contin- 

uous processing. 

Objective of This Research 

A great deal of research has been published about digital fil- 

tering. Optimum theoretical digital filtering processes have been 

developed for a number of systems with given stochastic properties. 

The purpose of this research is to investigate what types of digital 

filtering processes can be done on the IBM 1620 Electronic Data 

Processing System, a medium size general purpose digital computer. 

The computer is also used in the preparation of data, design of the 

digital filter and the analysis of the result of the filtering. These 

operations impose limitations on what is practical on a computer of 

this size. The result of digital filtering is an improved ability to 

detect a desired signal. 

A major portion of the work was the preparation of programs 

to be placed in the 1620 program library. These library programs 

have been written to be as flexible and efficient as possible. Digital 

filtering programs have been written of both the recursive and non - 

recursive type. The frequency -domain information about data is 

obtained from a power spectrum analysis program. This program 

was coded in Corps of Engineers SPS, a symbolic machine 
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language that is used at Oregon State University. The SPS program 

almost doubles the amount of data that can be handled in a problem 

and substantially reduces the computation time when compared to a 

similar program coded in FORTRAN II. Since the power spectrum 

analysis computation takes several hours of machine time for a 

moderate size problem, the saving of machine time is significant. 

These programs are available to future students who will be able to 

devote more time to analyzing filtering problems and less time to 

programming. A complete description and the operating instructions 

for these library routines are contained in the Appendix. 

The following sections will present a brief discussion on how 

digital frequency- domain information is obtained and how this pro- 

gram is used to test digital filters. Then, the analysis of two types 

of digital filters will be developed. Sample problems demonstrating 

the use of the power spectrum analysis program and the digital fil- 

ters will be presented followed by an evaluation of the capabilities of 

the 1620 computer as a digital filter processing system, 

Some Uses of Digital Filtering 

The use of digital filtering to analyze data from the recent 

Mariner space probes is well -known (Leighton, 1966). Digital fil- 

tering of radar data has been used to refine orbital estimates of 

earth satellites (Blackman, 1964) and missile trajectories (Ormsby, 
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1961). Digital filtering has proved to be very useful in geophysical 

exploration where the signal to be detected is a suspected anomaly. 

Extensive work has been done with seismograms in petroleum ex- 

ploration (Robinson and Treitel, 1966, 1964; Rice, 1962; Smith, 

1958; Treitel and Robinson, 1964). 
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II. POWER SPECTRUM ESTIMATION 

The Purpose of Power Spectrum Estimation 

Noise can best be described by its statistical properties. 

The design of filters to process signals in the presence of noise de- 

pends upon the statistical properties of both the signals and the noise. 

Frequency domain analysis of the noise and the signals is the most 

effective method for both the selection of a suitable filter and for 

testing the output of the filtering operation to evaluate its perform- 

ance. . The power spectrum is the frequency -domain representation 

of a signal based on the Fourier analysis idea that any signal can be 

made from the sum of sine waves of properly chosen frequencies, 

amplitudes and phases. A physical interpretation of a power spec- 

trum is given in Lee (1960, pp. 60 -66). Throughout this paper, the 

data will be considered to be a finite length continuous time function 

sampled at equal time intervals which is stationary in the statistical 

sense. Power spectrum will be used to mean power density spec- 

trum. 

The power spectrum of some simple types of signals can be 

calculated analytically by Fourier analysis. However, the labor in- 

volved in computing the power spectrum of many interesting signals 

is great, and as soon as random noise is added, the effort becomes 
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impractical. 

In practical situations we must be content with an estimate of 

the power spectrum of the data. Exact determination of the power 

spectrum would require an infinite number of data points and calcu- 

lations. How much data should be used, how should raw data be 

modified to get the best estimate, and how much computation should 

be done are questions that must be carefully answered if good esti- 

mates are to be obtained with a reasonable amount of computing 

effort. These questions are discussed in detail for both the con- 

tinuous and discrete cases by Blackman and Tukey (1958). The 

following discussion presents the basic information needed for using 

the power spectrum analysis program. 

Indirect Method 

The power spectrum is computed using the indirect method 

by first computing the autocovariance function of the data and then 

taking the Fourier cosine transform. The power spectrum and the 

autocovariance function are transform pairs. It would be possible 

to use either the autocovariance function or the power spectrum to 

study digital filtering. The power spectrum is usually used because 

it is more easily treated mathematically and is more familiar to the 

electrical engineer who has studied analog filtering methods. 
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The Basic Equations 

For the discrete data case, define the autocovariance as: 

W 
1 

p N-p 

N-p 

i=1 

x, x. 
i i+p 

(2 -1) 

where x. are the N data points: Each W is also called a mean lag 
i p 

product of lag p since its value is the sum of products of data points 

which are p intervals apart. For data with zero mean, the autocor- 

relation function is defined as: 
W 

R = 
p W 

0 
(2-2) 

The autocovariance function with zero lag, Wo, can be seen to be just 

the mean -square value of the data points used as a normalizing con- 

stant. 

The power spectrum is the Fourier cosine transform of the 

autocovariance function. Blackman (1965, p. 144) gives the trans- 

formation equation for the discrete case: 

where 

M-1 

Ls =At[W 
o 

+2 
r= 

W cos 1V + WM cos sir] 

(s = 0, 1, 2,. . . M) 

M = largest lag in autocovariance function 

(2 -3) 

s = frequency in equal steps of 
2M 

from zero to 2Qt hertz. 

At = sampling interval in seconds. 

P 

L 

0 
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The values of Ls are raw spectral estimates of M +1 evenly spaced 

frequency points from zero to a frequency which is one half the sam- 

pling frequency. If higher frequencies are to be resolved, the sam- 

pling interval must be reduced. This upper frequency limitation 

agrees with the sampling theorem of sampled -data control systems 

(Kuo, 1963). 

It is possible to compute the autocovariance function from the 

power spectrum by the inverse transform, but this is not desired here. 

Smoothing the Spectral Estimates 

The accuracy of the raw spectral estimates can be improved by 

properly averaging adjacent estimates. This smoothing is an ex- 

ample of digital filtering even though the data is not a time function. 

The problem of designing this digital filter has been studied by 

Blackman and Tukey (1958) and others. 

They recommend obtaining smoothed spectral estimates, Us, 

by the following formula: 

Us = 0. 23 Ls +0.54 Ls + 0.23 Ls+1 (s = 0, 1, 2, . .. M) 

( 2-4) 
and let L -1 L1, LM -1 LM+1 

Selection of Data 

The sampling rate chosen for the continuous time function 

should be slightly greater than twice the highest important frequency 

s 

- 
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of the signal including the noise. Sampling at a lower frequency will 

cause aliasing problems as described below. Sampling at a higher 

frequency is undesirable because more processing time is required 

for the greater number of data points, and the accuracy of the result- 

ing spectrum is not improved. 

The greatest accuracy is obtained when the spectrum of the in- 

put data is approximately smooth rather than containing large peaks. 

In the smoothing operation large peaks will influence adjacent esti- 

mates. The procedure for analyzing data of unknown spectrum speci- 

fies first computing the power spectrum using the raw data. The out- 

put spectrum will show whether or not large peaks can be a problem. 

Blackman (1965, p. 134) described a means of finding the presence 

of a large peak. Negative values of spectral estimates indicate a 

large peak that cannot be resolved except by increasing the sample 

length and the number of lags. When information is desired about the 

spectrum between large peaks, either the large peaks must be re- 

duced or more data processed. It is frequently better to filter the 

raw data to reduce the high peaks than to process more raw data 

points using a greater number of lags. Of course, the effects of the 

filtering must be considered when interpreting the resulting spectrum. 

The amount of data that should be used is always a compromise 

between the amount of computing time required and the desired ac- 

curacy of spectral estimates. In the usual case, the researcher knows 
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approximately what spectrum to expect; therefore, only moderately 

good resolution is necessary. For typical noisy data, the number of 

lags should not be more than one -tenth of the number of data points. 

When higher accuracy is desired and when possible, the number of 

data points should be increased rather than increasing the number of 

lags beyond the one -tenth ratio. The number of lags determines how 

many frequency estimates will be made between zero and one -half 

the sampling frequency. 

Aliasing 

Sampling theory (Kuo, 1960) demonstrates how the frequency 

spectrum is modulated by the sampling frequency such that sideband 

frequencies above one -half the sampling rate are overlapped or 

aliased into the lower -frequency region. Figure 1 shows an aliased 

spectrum. Aliasing can be a major problem if a low sampling fre- 

quency was chosen for a low- frequency signal in the presence of 

high- frequency noise. The solution to this problem will normally 

be to sample a high frequency, filter out the high- frequency noise 

to a suitable level, and then subsample to reduce the amount of data 

for the remainder of the analysis. 
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Figure 1. Demonstration of aliasing. 

Estimate of Resolution 

Blackman and Tukey (1958) have developed the theory of error 

of the spectral estimates for the continuous data case and have ex- 

tended it to the discrete case, The reader is referred to their 

presentation for the complete discussion. For a spectrum that does 

not have sharp peaks, it can be assumed that spectral estimates that 

are at least two data points apart are independent. 
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Direct Method 

Welch (1961) has used a direct method of power spectrum 

estimation in the study of speech signals at IBM. It is possible to 

use direct weightings of the time -series data with sines and cosines 

rather than to first compute the autocovariance function. This 

method requires fewer calculations in the special situation where 

a varying resolution is required over the frequency spectrum. The 

indirect method is constant across the spectrum. The indirect 

method requires fewer computations when a constant resolution is 

desired. Only the indirect method has been coded for the 1620. 

Specifications of IBM 1620 Computer 

Planning for power spectrum analysis and digital filtering 

must always include considerations of the machine to be used. 

Table I shows the more important specifications of the IBM 1620 

computer at Oregon State University so that some general bounds 

on problem size can be determined. The computer operation times 

are averages since the size of the arguments will affect what opera- 

tions must be performed. 

The power spectrum program requires 6500 core locations, 

and the subroutines occupy 6500 core locations, leaving 27, 000 core 
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Table I. Specifications of IBM 1620 electronic digital computer, 

Equipment: 

1620 

1623 

1622 

1627 

Central Processing Unit Model I 

Additional 20, 000 digits core storage 

Card reader -punch 

Plotter 

Special Features: 

Indirect addressing 

Automatic divide 

Operating Specifications: 

Memory cycle time 20 microseconds 

Average computation time 

Floating addition 
Floating subtraction 
Floating multiplication 
Floating divide 
Floating cosine 
Floating square root 

Punch (one card) 
Punch (each, multiple) 

Read (one card) 
Read (each, multiple) 

Total storage: 40, 000 decimal digits 

9 milliseconds 
10. 5 milliseconds 

18 milliseconds 
55 milliseconds 

128 milliseconds 
116 milliseconds 

4. 3 milliseconds 
480 milliseconds 

4, 3 milliseconds 
240 milliseconds 

Floating point word length: 10 digits, mantissa 8 digits 
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locations for the storage of 2700 floating point words. Since one 

word must be stored for each lag, a problem with 2450 data points 

and 245 lags can be processed. 

Swarthout (1960) presents a flow chart of the program and 

estimates the running time as: 

T ti (3N + NM) a + (2N + NM)m (2 -5) 

where 

N = number of data points 

M = number of lags 

a = addition time 

m = multiplication time. 

In addition for the 1620, the time to compute the value of the cosine 

is significant. There are M2 cosines to be computed, Approxi- 

mately five minutes must be allowed for the input and output of data 

for a moderate sized problem. For a 2400 data point and 240 lag 

problem these time estimates give 6. 6 hours. A 500 data point prob- 

lem with 50 lags requires 23 minutes, Everything that can 

be done to reduce the number of data points and lags which are 

necessary should be done to possibly save a significant amount of 

computer time.. 

_ 



III. DIGITAL FILTERING 

In the time domain a linear digital filter is a sequence of 

weighting coefficients that are convolved with an input sequence x. 

to give an output sequence yi : 

yi - Aoxi + Alxi-1 + A2xi-2 . . . + Arxi-r Blyi-1 

- B2yi-2 - . . . - -n (3 -1) 

15 

A digital filter is called nonrecursive if all of the B coeffi- 

cients are zero. In this case the weightings are made solely on the 

input data. 

A digital filter with at least one nonzero B coefficient is called 

recursive. The weighting of a y value introduces feedback into the 

system allowing the analysis of continuous filters to be adapted 

almost directly to the discrete case. 

The program which does the digital filtering is simple since 

it operates on the data in the time domain. The important part of 

digital filtering is the design of the weighting coefficients that are 

used. Of the many techniques that have been developed, two will be 

given a full discussion. 

Recursive Filters 

Recursive digital filters can be designed by a simple extension 

of feedback control system design procedures. 
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Consider the continuous feedback system diagramed in 

Figure 2. The transfer function of the system is: 

Y(s) GF.(s) 

X(s) G(s) 
1 + GH(s) 

By proper algebraic manipulation, G(s) can be written as a ratio 

of polynomials in s such as: 

ao + als + a2s2 + . . . + arsr 
G(s) 

1 + b s 
1 

+b2s2 +... +bnsn 

GF,( s) 

GH(s) 

(3 -2) 

Y(s) -O 

Figure 2. Continuous feedback system. 

The frequency transform method uses an approximation for the 

z transform: 
z _2-sOt, ~_ -Qt Ln(z) 

2 1-z or s^-- 
At 1-}-z 

(3-3) 

Substitute (3-3) into a continuous function with known characteristics 

and manipulate the resulting expression into the form: 

Y(z) 
Ao + Alz + A2z2 + . . . + Arzr 

=G(z)= X(z) 1 + Biz + B2z2 + B z 
3 

3 
+ .. . Bnzn 

(3 -4) 

- H 

X(s) 

o 
= 

t 
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In the time domain, zr represents a - rat shift in time. In the nota- 

tion of equation (3 -1), x. becomes zrx.. The discrete function (3 -1) 
i -r 

will be given by (3 -4) when rearrangement and the change of notation 

are made. 

The values of the A and B coefficients are evaluated in terms 

of At, and the numbers that result are used in the digital filter 

program. 

A method of synthesizing recursive digital filters based on a 

difference equation approach has been developed by Holtz and 

Leondes (1966). Their method will produce a stable recursive filter 

for any frequency .domain transfer function that can be expressed as 

an even trigonometric rational polynomial, G(s). 

Nonrecursive Filters 

Simple Averaging Filter 

A surprisingly useful set of low -pass filters can be made from 

the operation of taking the average of adjacent data points. This 

method eliminates the multiplication by the weighting coefficients. 

To derive the spectrum for the simplest type of filter, the unit 

delay operator, e -sat, is used to account for the time shift in (3 -5) 

to obtain (3 -6): 

yk 2(x k x ) + k-1 

G(s) 2 (1 + e-sat) 

(3 -5) 

(3 -6) 

t 

= 



letting s = jw, the power transfer function becomes: 

I G(jw) 12 = 
2 

(1 + cos lAt) . (3 -7) 

The power transfer function is : shown in Figure 3. 

In the general case (Blackman, 1965) 

1 

yk - n (xk + xk+ 1 + xk+2 + . . . + xk+n-1) 

the power transfer function is 

(I)) I 

2 
= 

r sin(wnAt/2) 2 

n sin (wdt/2) 

(3 -8) 

(3 -9) 

Simple averaging filters are described by the number of 

data points, n, which are summed, each with unity weighting, to 

yield the filtered output data point. For example, an averaging fil- 

ter with n = 3 would mean: 
1 

yi = 3 (xi + xi+l + x1+2) 

18 

(3 -10) 

Because these simple averaging filters are useful, Figures 4 through 

7 showing the power transfer functions for n up to 6 are included for 

reference. 

Simple n averaging filters have zeros in the transfer function 

at all integral multiples of nÓt up to the folding frequency. If a 

smoothly attenuated spectrum is desired, these zeros are clearly a 

problem; however, a single frequency or a narrow band of fre- 

quencies can be attenuated by a zero chosen in the proper location. 

I 
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Filter equation: yk - 12-(xJ + xk +1) 

At = Sampling interval. 

0 100 200 

Frequency - hertz 
300 400 500 

(At - 1 millisecond) 

Figure 3. Transfer function of n = 2 averaging filter. 
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Figure 4. Transfer function of n = 3 averaging filter. 
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100 
Frequency 

200 
hertz 

300 400 500 
(At = 1 millisecond) 

Figure 6. Transfer function of n = 5 averaging filter. 
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Cascaded Simple Averages 

Additional transfer characteristics can be obtained by suc- 

cessively filtering with simple averages. Cascade filtering is equiv- 

alent to filtering with weightings that are the convolution of simple 

filter weightnings. For example the weightings that would result from 

an n=3averaging filter followed by an n = 4 averaging filter will be 

derived. Let A., B., and Ck be the names of the coefficients of the j 

n = 3, n = 4 and cascaded filter respectively. The magnitudes of 

the Ai for i = 1, 2, 3 and B. for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are unity while their sub- 

scripts indicate their location in the sequence. The definition of 

digital convolution can be written: 

3 

Ck 
= % `4iBk -i +1 for k = 1, 2, ... 6 

1=1 

(3 -11) 

All values of B. that are not unity are zero. The evaluation of this 

convolution gives the sequence: 

(3 -12.) C, = (1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1) 

The resulting filter equation becomes: 

1 

yk = 12 (xk + 2xk+1 + 3xk-2 + 3xk+3 + 2xk+4 
+ xk+5) (3-13) 

The transfer functions for cascaded simple averages can be 

determined from the spectrum in Figures 3 through 7. The 

+4 
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attenuation of the resulting filter is the sum in decibels of each 

simple filter transfer function. 

Programming Digital Filters 

A digital filter program simply multiplies the data points by 

the proper weighting value and sums to obtain the filtered data point. 

As with analog filters, there are a few data points at the beginning 

or the end of the data that do not have real data to be weighted. The 

programs arbitrarily put zero for these data points. If more data 

is available or if values that would be more appropriate than zero 

can be determined, the use of preweighting data in the programs will 

help to eliminate the starting transient. Details for this procedure 

are included in the Appendix. 
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IV, DEMONSTRATION PROBLEMS 

Generation of Data 

Several sets of data were used to test the operation of the 

programs and to demonstrate the capabilities of the 1620 computer, 

The mixed -sines program was written to generate a sequence 

of data that contained known sine wave frequencies. The output data 

are the sum of five sine waves with specified amplitudes and fre- 

quencies. Typical data are shown in Figure 8. 

The pulse generation program will generate a rectangular 

pulse, a triangular pulse or a sine or cosine pulse of specified dura- 

tion and of specified pulse repetition rate. Typical data are shown in 

Figure 9. 

The data produced by these programs are sequence numbered 

and in proper format for use in the power spectrum analysis program 

and the filtering programs. The data for the figures in this work 

were plotted by the computer using plotting programs that are de- 

scribed in the Appendix. The small cross marks on the plots indicate 

the locations of data points as determined by the computer, 

Selection of Noise 

It is desirable to have a sequence of numbers that can be 
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Figure 9. Sample of pulsed -sine wave data. 
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added to the known data to simulate noise. In most practical prob- 

lems the characteristic of the noise can be carefully measured and, 

if desired, carefully simulated. For our purpose, it is desirable to 

have a sequence of numbers that will yield a uniform frequency spec- 

trum that is band limited to the sampling frequency. Such a sequence 

was obtained from the uniform random numbers produced by Rand 

Corporation. The numbers were normalized to zero mean and unity 

variance. The autocorrelation function of these numbers demonstrated 

that they are independent. A sample of the data is shown in Figure 10. 

The frequency spectrum in Figure 11 shows that, within expected 

limits, the spectrum is uniform as desired. Both the raw and the 

smoothed estimates are plotted. 

Computation of Power Spectrum 

All of the plower spectrum plots in this paper were computed 

with the SPS power spectrum program that was written as a part of 

this study. They demonstrate, with a variety of types of data, what 

type of results can be expected. 

The spectrum of pure mixed -sines wave is shown in Figure 12. 

The autocovariance function of the same data, plotted in Figure 1 3, 

shows large positive and negative values which mean that dominant 

frequencies are present. The raw spectral estimates alternate sign 

for frequencies between the peak frequencies, a n indication o f 
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Figure 10. Sample of noise data. 
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large peaks occurring in the spectrum which agrees with our know- 

ledge of the data. The absolute value of negative spectral estimates 

have been plotted. Care must be taken in interpreting this type of 

spectrum since the large amount of power at the peak frequencies 
1 

has affected the estimates of power at frequencies several 
2MOt 

increments away. When this occurs, the resolution is at a minimum. 

Errors in magnitude of 10 to 20 db can be expected in the areas be- 

tween the peak frequencies. Some type of filtering of the data must 

be done to reduce the peaks if any more information is to be obtained 

from the areas between the peaks. An intuitive understanding of 

resolution of the spectral estimates is useful for interpreting the 

output data. Adjacent spectral estimates are not independent and 

cannot be considered to represent two resolved frequencies. For 

relatively smooth data, spectral estimates which are separated by 

at least one other estimate can be considered to represent resolved 

frequency bands. For better resolution, more data must be pro- 

cessed, or a greater number of lags must be used. 

The power spectrum program was operated with double pre- 

cision arithmetic (16 digit mantissa). There was five decimal place 

agreement with the single precision program in the estimates of the 

noise spectrum. Operating with a 16 digit mantissa nearly doubles 

the storage required compared to the single precision program, so 

only one -half as much data can be used. The computing speed is 
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reduced by 50 percent. The increased accuracy is not worth the 

additional computing time and storage required. 

The accuracy of the spectrum that will be computed at near 

zero frequency will be greatly affected by an d -c shift in the data. 

For this reason it is recommended that the data be normalized 

before the autocovariance function is computed. A subprogram to 

normalize the data is incorporated in the power spectrum program 

under the control of console switch 1. 

The autocovariance function is computed and punched by the 

power spectrum program as an intermediate step. When the data 

has been normalized, the autocorrelation function is computed and 

punched. If desired the program can be used to study just the auto - 

correlation function by stopping the program before the spectrum 

computations are begun. 

The computing time for the power spectrum program for 500 

data points and 50 lags is 25 minutes. It requires approximately one 

minute each for data loading, normalization of data and data output. 

Computation of the lag products for the autocorrelation function re- 

quires 14 minutes. Computation of the power spectrum by the 

Fourier cosine transform requires eight minutes. Initial program 

loading requires one minute. These times do not include delays 

caused by reader or punch checks or operator errors. 

The computing time for a power spectrum problem can be 



estimated by: 

T ti (3N + NM)a + (2N + NM)b + M2C + 2000 
in milliseconds 

where 
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N = number of data points 

M = number of lags 

a = add time = 10 milliseconds 

b = multiply time = 20 milliseconds 

c = cosine time = 200 milliseconds 

The above estimates allow for machine bookkeeping operations 

so the add, multiply, and cosine times are greater than the opera- 

tions alone require. The 2000 milliseconds accounts for input- output 

and message type -out time. 

The coding of the power spectrum program in SPS machine 

language gives two significant advantages, The computation time for 

a 500 data point problem is about half that of a similar FORTRAN II 

program. The other advantage is that the storage requirement for 

the FORTRAN version allows only 1500 data points and 150 lags 

compared to 2450 data points and 245 lags for the SPS version, 

Filter Characteristic Determination 

A convenient method to test the effects of a digital filter is to 

filter data that has a known uniform spectrum. The resulting 
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spectrum then displays the transfer function of the filter. 

The transfer functions for simple averaging filters are shown 

in Figures 14 and 15. These are comparable to the theoretical 

transfer functions that are shown in Figures 3 and 5. Errors of 

10 db are to be expected near trough frequencies. 

The successive filtering by a simple n = 3 weighting average 

followed by an n = 4 weighting average yields a cascaded simple 

average filter whose transfer function is shown in Figure 16. This 

filter demonstrates how the transfer functions of the individual filters 

are summed (logarithmically) to produce the resulting transfer func- 

tion. A wide variety of transfer function are possible in this way. 

The transfer function in Figure 17 was produced by filtering 

noise with a recursive filter designed by the frequency transform 

method. The analog transfer function was of the form: 

G(s) (s t P 
1 
)(s + p2) (4-1) 

Poles are desired at 600 and 1500 radians per second to give break 

frequencies of 95. 5 and 239. hertz. Letting At _ 0. 001 and making 

the substitution s 
2 1 - z 

At 1 + z , equation (4 -1) yields: 

G(s) = 
0. 00022 (1 - z2) 

?. - 0. 682z + 0. 0778 zZ 
(4 -2) 

_ 

- 
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r'igure 14, Filtered, noise spectrum, n = 2 averaging filter, 
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Figure 15. Filtered noise spectrum, n = i averaging filter. 
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Figure 16. Power spectrum of noise filtered by cascade filter. 
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The coefficients used in the recursive filter program are: 

Ao = 0. 00022 B 
I 

= -0. 682 

Al = 0. 0 B2 = 0. 0778 

A2 = -0. 00022 B3 = 0. 0 

The theoretical transfer function will be about 3 db below the 

maximum value at 500 hertz. Aliasing is present in the spectrum 

so only the general shape of the curve is significant. The power 

spectrum should not be confused with a Bode plot because the fre- 

quency scale is linear. 

Filter Demonstration 

The purpose of this study is not primarily to demonstrate 

digital filtering but to learn to understand how digital filters can be 

designed and used on the 1620 digital computer. One example of 

filtering is presented to serve as a demonstration of what can be 

done. 

The pulse generator was used to generate sine wave pulses 

with a sine wave frequency of 200 hertz and a pulse rate of 100 hertz. 

The pulse duration was one -half the pulse length. The pulse was 

sampled at one millisecond intervals with 500 data points produced. 

A portion of this data is shown in Figure 9. 

The power spectrum of a pulsed -sine wave can be derived 

sin x 
analytically to be enclosed by an envelope of the form centered 

x 
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at the frequency of the sine wave and containing spectral lines at 

multiples of the pulse repetition frequency. Figure 18 shows a sketch 

of the power spectrum associated with the positive fundamental fre- 

quency of the analytic power spectrum for the 200 hertz pulsed -sine 

wave data. The spectrum above 500 hertz and negative frequencies 

will be folded into the region between zero and 500 hertz by sampling. 

Power Spectrum 

Frequency -hertz 

Figure 18. Sketch of power spectrum for pulsed -sine wave. 

The power spectrum that is computed from this data is 

plotted in Figure 19. Again the large peaks in the spectrum 

mean that care should be used in their interpretation. That 

there is no peak at zero or 400 hertz, agrees with the analytic 

spectrum and is because the spectral lines occur at zeros of the 

sin x function. 
x 

A filter was desired to remove the 200 hertz fundamental 

-400 -200 0 200 400 600 111V. 
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Figure 19. Power spectrum of pulsed -sine wave data. 
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frequency. A simple averaging filter of n = 5 was chosen because 

its transfer function contains a zero at 200 hertz. The spectrum of 

the filtered data in Figure 20 shows that the 200 hertz power density 

was completely removed. Note also that the 300 hertz and 500 hertz 

peaks were attenuated by about 10 db as predicted by the theoretical 

function of Figure 6. 

Signals with Noise 

The mixing program was used to add the random noise, as 

previously described, to the pulsed -sine wave data. Two sets of 

data were prepared. The RMS value of the pulsed -sine wave data 

was 3.54 units, Noise with RMS values of 2. 24 units and 3. 16 units 

were added, The power spectrum of the resulting data is plotted in 

Figure 21. 

The power spectra are separated by -6 db or a factor of one 

fourth as is expected by the differences in noise energy. Since the 

energy of the sine wave is concentrated in narrow frequencies, it is 

still distinguishable above the level of the noise. The data between 

the peaks is purely due to the noise since the frequencies present in 

these intervals in the sine wave data are at least 30 db below the level 

of the noise. 

The spectral estimates were all positive numbers indicating 

that the spectral estimates are more accurate than the case without 
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Figure 20. Power spectrum of pulsed -sine wave data after 
filtering with n = 5 simple averaging filter. 
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Figure 21. Power spectrum of pulsed -sine wave data plus noise. 
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noise shown in Figure 19, The noise has disrupted the shape of the 

wave enough that the sin x description of the envelope of the power 
x 

spectrum is no longer valid, As a result, peaks are present at all 

integral multiples of 100 hertz away from 200 hertz. The reason for 

the gradual attenuation toward the higher frequencies is not known. 

The raw spectral estimates of the sine wave data with the 2.24 units 

of noise are included in Figure 21 to show how even a moderate size 

peak makes large variations in the raw spectral estimates. 
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V. EVALUATION OF 1620 CAPABILITIES 

The IBM 1620 Electronic Data Processing System can be 

successfully used to process data by digital filtering within definite 

limits of size of problem and accuracy of results. 

The most successful approach for the electrical engineer is to 

design digital filters from frequency transfer function analysis. 

Library programs have been written which will compute the power 

spectrum of raw data. Digital filters of the simple averaging type 

can be designed analytically and checked with the power spectrum 

program. It is not practical to design digital filters by strickly ex- 

perimental time -domain analysis. For power spectrum analysis, 

the time spent in preliminary analysis of the data and possible modi- 

fication of the input data to help lower high peaks and eliminate 

aliasing problems will be well repaid. Greater accuracy of the final 

result and greatly reduced computing time can result. It is usually 

better to do one or several preliminary spectral computations on a 

small amount of data before processing a very large amount of data. 

Errors of 10 db or more can be expected when computing a spectrum 

with large frequency peaks. The SPS power spectrum program 

makes processing large amounts of data possible. 

When simple types of digital filters are not adequate, there 

are more complicated design procedures that can be used. These 
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methods will commonly use the computer to perform the design 

computations. The 1620 is well suited to this type of work. 

The plotter aids in analyzing the output of both design data and 

spectral analysis output. The graphs in this paper were copied from 

graphs originally computed and plotted by the 1620 with the plotter. 

An average graph can be plotted in three minutes, and it is possible 

to program the computer to add scales and labels to make the graphs 

easier to read. 

An actual problem may have more data than can be processed 

by a digital filtering program in one run. In this event, the data 

should be divided into sets of 1000 data points and processed one set 

at a time. Any amount of data can then be filtered. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR POWER SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Compiler 
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SPS, Corps of Engineers version at Oregon State University. 

Subroutines 

Modified PDQ FORTRAN subroutines 

Size Limit 

2000 time data points 

200 = maximum lag 

Purpose 

This program uses the indirect method to compute the power 

spectrum of a sequence of equally spaced data. The data may be 

normalized by the program if desired, by subtracting the mean from 

each point and dividing by the standard deviation. The autocovariance 

function is computed as an intermediate step. Raw power spectrum 

estimates and smoothed estimates are computed. 

Data Format 

Control card: M, N, T. No, (4I5) 
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M = number of lags 

N = highest data point number to be used. 

T = sampling interval in milliseconds 

No = one less than the first data point number. 

Time data. Five data points per card plus sequence number. 

(F10.5, 1XF10.5, 1XF10, 5, 1XF10, 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XI5) 

Autocovariance output. Lag no., lag product, autocovariance, 

autocorrelation. (6XI4, 4XE14. 8, 14XE14, 8, 4XF15. 9) 

Spectrum output, Frequency, raw spectra, smoothed 

spectra, card no. (F15. 7, 13XE14, 8, 14XE14. 8, 5XI5) 

Operating Instructions 

1. Load condensed object deck. 

2, Set console switches: 

1 on -- normalize 

2 on = punch normalized data 

3 on = load autocovariance data 

4 on type operating instructions. 

3. Load control card followed by data. 

4. Program will compute and punch output, then type an end 

of processing message. 

5. To load new problem, set console switches and load con- 

trol card and data. 

= 
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Notes 

Data cards must be sequence numbered. The sequence num- 

bers are read during loading and cards that are out of order will 

cause an error message. 

The maximum size of N and M are checked by the program. 

If they are too large or M >N, an error message will be typed. 

The maximum size of N and M can be increased to 2450 

and 245 respectively by changing constants in the source program 

and recompiling, 

The simplified linkage for floating point arithmetic sub- 

routines uses the form: 

NOP P, Q 

BTM FZZ, 

Refer to the 1620 program library for complete description 

of subroutines. 

>c, 



FLOWCHART FOR POWER SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
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* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM DC SMATHERS 
* CORPS OF ENGINEERS SPS 6-20-66 PAGE1 
* SUBROUTINE LOADING ROUTINE 

10000 DORG 1 0OQ0 
1OO10LDSUB RCTY 
10020 WATYMESSA 
10030 TFM CNT+11,181,8 
10040RED RNCD400 2 
10050 AM RED+6,80,9 
10060 SM CNT+11,01,10 
10070 BD RED,CNT+9 
10100CNT B MONIT 
1O110MESSA DAC 10, LOAD SUBR@, 
10130FS OS ,712 
10140FA DS ,844 
10150FM DS ,1516 
10160FD DS , 1908 
1017OFSQRT DS ,2382 
10180FSIN DS ,2890 
10190FCOS DS ,28I6 
102000UTE1 DS ,3670 
1021000TE2 DS ,3712 
1022000TE3 DS ,3754 
1023000TE4 DS ,3796 
102400UTE5 DS ,3838 
102500UTI1 DS ,4436 
102600UTI2 DS ,4472 
1027000T13 DS ,4508 
102800UTF1 DS ,4756 
1029000TF2 DS ,4798 
1 O300OUTF3 DS ,48/40 

1031000TF4 DS ,4882 
1032000TF5 DS ,4924 
10330READ DS )5698 
1034OINOUT DS ,4051 
10350ZERS DS ,4212 
10360READE DS ,6284 
1037OFL.TN DS 96554 

* MONITOR PROGRAM 
0001 OMON I T BNC4*¢°72 
00020 RCTY 
00030 WATYMESV,,,END LDSUBROUTINE 
00040 RCTY 
00050 WATYMES2,y,SW 3 ON FOR LOAD AUTOCOR 
00060 H 

00070 BC3 PROG2 
00080 RCTY 
00090 WATYMIES3 , LOAD DATA,N SAMPLES 
00100 B PROG1 
00110 DORG*-4 
00120MON2 BNC4**72 



* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
00130 RCTY 
00140 WATYMES4,,,END LOAD DATA 
00150 RCTY 
00160 WATYMES5,,,SW 1 ON FOR NORMALIZE 
00170 H 
00180 B PROG3 
00200 DORG *m4 
00210MON3 BNC4 * +72 
00215 RCTY 
00220 WATYMES6,,,END NORMALIZE 
00230 RCTY 
00240 WATYMES7,,,SW 2 ON FOR NORMALIZE 
00250 H ,DATA OUTPUT 
00260 BC2 PROG4 
00262 B MONO 
00264MON5 TR INPUT-1,MES15-1 
00266 WACDINOUT 
00270MON4 BNC4 *4-72 
00280 RCTY 
00290 WATYMES8,,,END DATA PREPARATION 
00292 RCTY 
00294 WATYMES1O,,,DATA MUST BE NORMALIZED 
00300 H ,,,BEGIN COMP OF AUTOCOV. 
00310 B PROG7 
00320 DORG * -4 
00330 BNC4 * +36 
00340 RCTY 
00350 WATYMES9,,,END AUTOCOV DATA INPUT 
0042OMON6 BNC4 *4-48 
00430 RCTY 
00440 WATYMESII,,,END AUTOCOR OUTPUT - 
00450 H ,,,,NOW COMPUTE SPECTRUM 
00460 B PROG8 
00470 DORG * ®4 
0O480MON7 BNC4 *+48 
00490 RCTY 
00500 WATYMESI2,,,END SPECTRA COMPUTATION 
00510 H ,,,,NOW PUNCH OUTPUT 
00520 B PROG9 
00530 DORG *4+ 

0054OMON8 BNC4 *+ 8 
00550 RCTY 
00560 WATYMESIl,,,END SPECTRA OUTPUT 
00570 H 
00580 RCTY 
00590 WATYMES14,,,END OF PROCESSING 
00600 H ,,,,PUSH START TO LOAD NEW PROB 
00610 B MON I T 

* MONITOR SYMBOLS 
0O700MES 1 DAC 12, END L.OADSUB @, 

PAGE 2 
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* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
00710MES2 DAC 12,SW 3 ON TO L, 
00720 DACN12,0AD AUTOCOR@, 
00730MES3 DAC 12,LOAD DATA, M, 
00740 DACN12 N, SAMPLES60, 
00750MES4 DAC 12,ENDLOADDATA@, 
00760MES5 DAC 12,SW 1 ON TO N, 
00770 DACN9,ORMALIZE @, 
00780MES6 DAC 12,END NORMAL.@, 
00790MES7 DAC 12,SW 2 ON FOR , 

00800 DACN12,NORMALIZED D, 
00810 DACN11,ATA OUTPUT, 
00820MES8 00820MES8 DAC 12,END DATA PRE, 
00830 DACN9,PARATION@, 
00840MES9 DAC 12,END AUTOCOV , 

00850 DACN12,DATA INPUT @, 
OO86OMES10 DAC 12,DATA MUST BE, 
00870 DACN12, NORMALIZED , 

00874 DACN 12 ,FOR VALID AU, 
00876 DACN12,TOCORRELATIO, 
00880 DACNI2,N BEGIN AUTO, 
00885 DACN12,COV. COMP. 
00880 DACN12, BEGIN AUTOC, 
00885 DACN12,0V. COMP. @, 
00890MES11 DAC 12,END AUTOCOV., 
00900 DACN12, OUTPUT, NOW, 
00910 DACN12, COMPUTE POW, 
00920 DACNI2,ER SPECTRUM@, 
00930MES12 DAC 12,END SPECTRUM, 
00940 DACN12, COMPUTATION, 
00950 DACN12, NOW OUTPUT@, 
00960MES13 DAC 11,END OUTPUT@, 
00970MES14 DAC 12,END OF PROCE, 
00980 DACN12,SSING. PUSH , 

00990 DACNI2,START TO LOA, 
00995 DACN 12 , D NEW PROB . @, 
00996MES15 DAC 12,DATA NOT NOR, 
00997 DACN12,MALIZED, AUT, 
00998 DACN12,OCORRELATION, 
00999 DACNI2, NOT VALID @, 

* BINS AND REGISTERS 
10010N DS 4,,,LAST DATA POINT NUMBER 
10020M DS 4 ,LAST LAG NO. (M +1 IN ALL) 
10030N0 DS 4,,,FIRST DATA PT NO LESS 1 

10040DOT DS !,,,DATA PT NO REGISTER 
10050ADR DS 5,,, CURRENT ADDRESS OF DATA 
10055BOR DS 5,,, CURRENT ADR REGISTER B 

1007OBINA DS 10 
10080BINB DS 10 

10085BINC DS 10 
1009OMEAN DS 10 

PAGE 3 
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* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
10095STD DS 10 
10100SUM DS 10 
10115SUN DS 10 
101101 DS 4 
10120P DS 4 
10140FLN DS 10 
10150FLM DS 10 
10151FLT DS 10 
1015210 DS 10 
10154S0 DS 10 
10158G0 OS 10 
10159C0 DS 10 
10160FONE DC 10,5110000000, 
10165F1W0 OC 10,4820000000 
1 O17 OFADR DC 5, 2 0010 F I RST DATA LOCATION 
10180B 1 NS OS , N®,3, , TEST OUTPUT LABEL 
10190P I DC 10,5131415926 
10200AZ1 1 DC 10, 5054000000 
10210AZ2 DC 10,5046000000 
10220AZ3 DC 10,5023000000 

* DATA LOADING ROUTINE PROG1 
10500PROG1 RNCDINOUT 
10510 SF INOUT+-1 

10520 SF INOUT+6 
10530 SF INOUT+11 
10535 SF INOUT+16 
10540 TF M,INOUT+4 
10550 TF N,INOUT+9 
10560 TF BINB,INOUT+14 
10564 TF NO,INOUT+19 
10565 TF BINA,NO 
10570 CM M,200,8 
10580 BP DO 
10590 CM N,2000,8 
10595 BP DO 
10600 C N,M 
10601 BNP DO 
10602 NOP FLN,N 
10603 BTM FLTN,* 
10605 NOP F ï_M , M 
10606 BTM F L. T Al ,* 

10607 CM BINB,000,8 
10608 BP *1°24 

10609 TFM BIN3,1000,8 
10610 NOP FLT,BINB 
10611 BTM FLTN,* 
10612 TF ADR, FADR 
10613 IF C0jOVF 
1O620RA7_ B i Ë'.EAD,AOR 

10(--,30 AM ADR, !),0, 1 0 
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* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
10640 TF DOT,ADR,11 
10660 C DOT,BINA 
10670 BN ER2 ,,,CARD OUT OF ORDER 
10675 TF BINA,DOT 
10680 C DOT,N 
10690 BN RAZ,,,LAST DATA POINT 
10695 B MoN2 
1070000 RCTY 
10710 WATYERRI 
10720 B MON I T 

10720ER2 RCTY 
10740 WATYERR2 
10750 B MONIT 
10760ERR1 DAC 12,M OR N TOO L, 
10770 DACNI2,ARGE RELOAD@, 
10780ERR2 DAC 12,CARD OUT OF , 

10790 DACNI2,ORDER, RELOA, 
10800 DACN7 , D DATA, 

* AUTOCOV INPUT ROUTINE PROG2 
i 1000PROG2 RNCD I NOá3T 
11010 SF INOUT+1 
11015 SF INOUT+E 
11020 TF M,INOUT+4 
11030 TF BINB,INOUT+9 
11040 CM M,200,9 
11050 BP DO 
11051 CM BINB,0000,8 
11052 BNE *+36 
11053 TF F!_ T, FONE 
11054 B *+36 
11055 NOP Fi_ T, B I NB 
11056 BTM FLTN,* 
11060 TFM N0,0000,8 
11070 TFM ADR, 37999, 
11080 BT REAÜE,AUR,11 
11090 TF C0,37999 
1110060T AM AUf? , 1 O, 1 O 
11110 CM AUR, Nß, E) 
11120 BN ER2 
11130 TF NO,A0R,11 
11140 C NO,M 
11150 BNN BOTCH 
11160 BT READE,ACR, 1 i 

11170 B BOT 
11180BOTCN B MON(, 

n DATA NORMALIZATION ROUTINE PROG3 
13000PROG3 TF ADR,FADR 
13010 TF DOT, N0 
13020 TF MEAN,ZERS+9 
13036SUM1 NOP MEAN,ADR,11 
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* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM PAGE 6 
13040 
13050 
13060 
13070 
13080 
13090 
13100 
13110 
13120 
13130 
13140 
13150 
13160 
13170 
13175SUM2 
13180S 
13190 
13200 
13210 
13220 
13230 
13240 
13250 
13260 
13270 
13280 
13285 
13290 
13300 
13307 
13308 
13310 
13320 
13330 
13340 
13350 
13360 
13370 
13380 
13390 
13400 
13410SUM3 
13420 
13430 
13440 
13450 
13460 
13465 
13467 
13470 

BTM FA,* 
AM ADR,10,9 
AM D0T,O1, 10 
C DOT,N 
BN SUM1 
NOP MEAN,FLN 
BTM FO,* MEAN IN MEAN 
TR INOUT,ZERS 
TR INOUT+17,MES30-1 
BT OUTE2,MEAN 
WACDINOUT ,,, PUNCH MEAN 
TF ADR,FADR 
TF DOT,NO 
TF SUM, ZERS+9 
BNC1*1.36 
NOP ADR,MEAN,6 
BTM FS,* 
TF B ! NAy ADR, 1 1 

NOP B ! NA, ADR, 1 1 

BTM FM,* 
NOP SUM,BINA 
BTM FA,*' 

AM ADR, 10, 8 
AM DOT,01, 10 
C DOT,N 
BN SUM2 
TF CO,SUM 
NOP SUM,FLN 
BTM FD,* DIVIDE BY N 
TF TO, SUM 
BNC1MON5 
NOP STD,SUM 
BTM FSQRT,*,,,TAKE SQRT 
TR INOUT-1,MES31-1 
BT OUTE2,STD 
WACDINOUT ,,,PUNCH STD 
TF BINB,FONE 
NOP BINB,STD 
BTM FD,* 
TF ADR,FADR 
TF DOT,NO 
NOP ADR,BINB,6 
BTM FM,* 
AM ADR,10,10 
AM DOT,01, 14i 
C DOT,N 
BN SUM3 
TF TO,FONE 
TF CO,FLM 
B MON3 

58 
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* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM PAGE 7 
13500MES30 DAC 11,MEAN= @, 
13510MES31 DAC 12,STANDARD DEV, 
13520 DACN7, (w, 

* NORMALIZED DATA OUTPUT ROUTINE PROG4 
15000PROG4 TR INOUT- 1,ZERS ,CLEAR INOUT AREA 
15010 TR I NOUT -1 +19,MES4O 
15020 WACDINOUT 
15030 TF DOT,NO DATA PT COUNTER 
15040 TF ADR,FADR FIRST DATA WORD 
15050DUMP TR INOUT- 1,ZERS CLEAR INOUT 
15055 AM DOT,05,10 
15060 BT OUTFI,ADR,11 FILL INOUT DIGITS 
15070 AM ADR,1O,10 
15080 BT OUTF2,ADR,11 
15090 AM ADR,10,10 
15100 BT OUTF3,ADR,11 
15110 AM AOR, 1 Q, 10 
15120 BT OUTF4,ADR,11 
15130 AM ADR,10,10 
15140 BT OUTF5,ADR,11 
15150 AM ADR,10,10 
15160 BT OUTI3,DOT 
15170 WACDINOUT 
15180 C DOT,N TEST FOR LAST DATA 
15190 BNN MONO 
15210 B DUMP 
15220MES40 DAC 12,NORMALIZED D, 
15230 DACN 12, ATA OUTPUT (w, 

* COMPUTATION OF LAG PRODUCT AND AUTOCORRELATION 
18000PROG7 TF SUM,TO 
18010 TF SUN,FONE 
18015 TF MEAN,C0 
18012 TF BINC,FONE ,,,GET 1 /STD FOR RP 
18014 NOP BINC,SUM 
18016 BTM FD,* 
18020 TFM P,0000,8 
18030 TFM DOT,37999 
18040 TR INOUT-1,ZERS 
18050 TR INOUT-1,CORR-1 
18060 WACDINOUT 
18070 B BERTA 
181806E AM DOT,1O,10 
18090 TF ADR,FADR 
18100 TF BDR,FADR 
18110 A BDR -1,P 
18120 TF I,NO 
18130 A I,P 

18140 TF SUFI, ZERS +9 
18150BER TF SUN,ADR,11 
18160 NOP SUN,BDR,11 LAG PRODUCTS 



* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
18170 BTM FM,* 
18180 NOP SUM,SUN , SUM 
18190 BTM FA,* 
18200 AM ADR,10,10 
18210 AM BDR, 10, 1 Q 
18220 AM 1,01, 10 
18230 C I,N 

18240 BN BER 
18250 
18260 BTM FSP 

LOWER N-P BY ONE 
FS,* 

18270 TF MEAN,SUM 
18280 NOP SUM,FLN DIVIDE TO GET WP 
18290 BTM FD,* 
18300 TF DOT,SUM,6 STORE WP 
18310 TF SUN,SUM 
18320 NOP SUN,BINC MOLT TO GET RP 
18330 BTM FM,* 
18340BERTA TR INOUT-1,ZERS 
18350 BT 0UTI2,P 
18360 BT OUTE2,MEAN 
18370 BT OUTE4,SUM 
18380 BT OUTF5,SUN 
18390 WACDINOUT 
18400 AM P,01,10 
18410 C P,M 
18420 BNP BE 
18430 B MON6 
1845000RR DAC 12, LAG NO. , 

18451 DACN12, LAG PRODUC, 
18452 DACN 12, T SUM , 

18453 DACN12, AUTOCO, 
18454 DACNI2,VARIANCE , 

18455 DACN12,AUTOCORRELAT, 
18456 DACN9,ION @, 

* RAW SPECTRA COMPUTATION 
18510PROG8 CF PROG8+1 1, 01001, 710 
18520 TF GO,PI 
18530 NOP GO,FLM,,, GET PI/M 
18540 BTM FD,* 
18545 TF B I NA, ZERS+9 
18550 TF ADR,FADR 
18560 TFM PFO0O0,8 
18570SP TFM 1,0001,8 
18580 TF SUM,TO 
18590 TFM BDR,37999, 
18600 TF BINB,BINA 
18605SPE AM BDR, 10, 10 
18610 TF SUN,BDR,11 
18620 NOP SUN,BDR,11 
18630 BTM FA,* ,,, DOUBLE WP 

PROG 8 

PAGE 8 
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* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM PAGE 9 
18640 NOP BINC,BINB,,,TAKE COS PI *P /M 
18650 BTM FCOS,* 
18660 NOP SUN,BINC GET PRODUCT 
18670 BTM FM,* 
18680 
18690 BTM SUM, 

SUM,SUN SUM RESULT 

18700 AM 1,01,10 
18720 C I,M 

18730 BNN SPEC 
18740 NOP BINB,BINA 
18750 BTM FA,* 
18760 B SPE 
18765SPEC AM BDR,10,10 
18768 TF MEAN,BDR,11 
18770 MF PROG8 +8,MEAN ,,,SET SIGN ON WPCOS 
18780 M PROG8 +8, PROG8 +11 
18790 MF MEAN,99 
18800 MM PROG8 01,1011 
18810 MF PROG8 +11,99 
18820 NOP SUM,MEAN 
18830 
18835 

BTM 
ADR,SUM,6 

LAST TERM 

18840 C P,M 
18850 BNN MON7 
18860 AM P, O 1, 10 
18870 AM ADR,10,10 
18880 NOP BINA,GO 
18890 FA,* 
18900 B SP 

* SPECTRA SMOOTHING AND OUTPUT PROG 9 
19010PROG9 TFM DOT,0000,8 CARD COUNTER 
19020 TF MEAN, ZERS +9 FREQ 
19030 TR INOUT- TITLE 
19040 WACDINOUT 
19050 TR INOUTm1,ZERS CLEAR INOUT 
19060 TFM INOUT +8,4443,8 DC NAME 
19070 TF BINA,FLT GET FREQ INCR. 
19080 NOP BINA,FTWO 
19090 BTM FM,* 
19100 NOP BINA,FLM MULT. DIVISOR 
19110 BTM FM,* 
19120 TF STD,FONE 
19130 NOP STD,BINA DEL FREQ IN STD 
19140 BTM FD,* 
19150 TF ADR,FADR ,,,INITIALIZE 
19160 TF SUM,AZ1 
19170 NOP SUM,ADR,11 
19180 BTM FM,* 
19185 TF GO,ADR,11 
19190 AM ADR, 10, 10 

TF 



* POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
19200 TF SUN,AZ2 
19210 
19220 
19230 
19240 
19245 
19250 
19260 
19270 
19280DAV 
19290 
19300 
19305 
19310 
19320 
19330 
19340 
19350 
19360 
19370 
19380 
19385 
19390 
19400 
19410 
1942 ODA 
19430 
19440 
19450 
19460 
19480 
19485 
19490 
19500 
19510 
19520 
195300AVS 
19540 
19550 
19570DAVE 
19580 
19700DOPE 
19710 
19720 
19730 
19740 
19750 
19760 
10800 

NOP SUN,ADR,11 
B TM FM,* 
NOP SUM,SUN SMOOTHED POINT IN SUM 
BTM FA,* 
BT OUTE3,G0 
BT OUTE5,SUM 
BT OUTI3,DOT 
WACDINOUT ,,,INITIAL DATA 
TF SUM,AZ1 
NOP SUM,ADR,11 
BTM FM,* 
TF GO,ADR,11 
SM ADR,10,10 
TF SUN,AZ3 
NOP SUN,ADR,11 
BTM FM,* 
NOP SUM,SUN 
BTM FA,* 
NOP MEAN,STD,,,INCR FREQ. 
B TM FA,* 
AM DOT,01,10 
C DOT,M 
BNN DAVE 
AM ADR,20,10 
TF SUN,AZ3 
NOP SUN,ADR,11 
BTM FM,* 
NOP SUM,SUN 
BTM FA,* 
TR INOUT-1,ZERS 
BT OUTE3,G0 
BT OUTE5,SUM 
BT OUTI3,DOT 
BT OUTF1,MEAN 
WACDINOUT 
B DAV 
TDM DAVS+1,9 RESET EXIT 
B MON8 
TDM DAVS+1,1 
B DA 
DAC 12,FREQUENCY IN, 

DACN12, HZ. 
DACN12, RAW SP, 
DACN12,ECTRA 
DACN12, SMOOT, 
DACN12,HED SPECTRA , 

DACN9,CARD NO.@, 
DENDLDSUB 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR NOISE MIXING PROGRAM 

Compiler 

PDQ FORTRAN 

Subroutine s 

PDQ free form 

Size Limit 

1000 data points 

Purpose 

This program will add noise data of an adjustable amplitude 

to any other data, 

Data Format 

All input and output data cards: (F10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 

1XF10. 5, 1XI5), 

Note: Fixed point number is data point sequence number. 

Attenuation constant entered on typewriter: F10, 5. 
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Operating Procedure 

1, Load object deck, PDQ free form subroutines. 

2. Press START, enter attenuation constant on typewriter. 

3. Press RESET, START. Read data cards and output will 

be punched. 

4, Run last card through. 

5. For new data set, enter new attenuation constant, press 

RESET, START and read new data. 

Notes 

Data cards must have fixed point sequence numbering. 

Maximum size can be increased to approximately 2400 by 

changing the DIMENSION statement. 

The RESET key must be pressed before reading data because 

the program will stop when the last card indicator is on. 



FLOWCHART FOR NOISE MIXING PROGRAM 
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C NOISE MIXING PROGRAM DC SMATHERS 
C PDQ FORTRAN 7 -7-66 
C 

C 1000 DATA POINTS MAX. 
C 

DIMENSION R(1200), D(5) 
C 

i TYPE 99 
TYPE 100 
1 =1 

3 READ 101, R(I), R(I +1),R(I +2),R(1 +3),R(I +4) 
1 =1 +5 
IF(I -1006) 3,5,5 

4 PAUSE 

5 TYPE 102 
6 ACCEPT 103, ATTEN 

PAUSE 
1 =1 

7 READ 101,D(1),D(2),D(3),D(4),D(5),IC 
DO 8 M =1,5 
D(M)=(R(I) +D(M)) *ATTEN 

8 1 =1 +1 
PUNCH 101,D(1),D(2),D(3),D(4),D(5),IC 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 9) 4,7 

99 FORMAT(2OHNOISE MIXING ROUTINE) 
100 FORMAT(25HENTER 1000 RANDOM NUMBERS) 
101 FORMAT(F14.8, 1XF14.8, 1XF14.8, 1XF14.8, 1XF14.8, 1X 15) 
102 FORMAT(36HTYPE NOISE ATTENUATION CONST (F10.5)) 
103 FORMAT(Fi0.5) 

END 

C 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR RECURSIVE FILTER PROGRAM 

Compile r 

PDQ FORTRAN 

Subroutines 

PDQ free form 

Size Limits 

995 data points 

6 weighting coefficients as shown below. 

Purpose 

This program will do digital filtering according to the follow- 

ing equation: 

yn = 
R(Aoxn + Alxn- 

+ A2xn -2 - B lyn -1 - B2yn -2 - B3yn -3) 

where yn = filtered output data point at time n. 

R = normalizing coefficient. 

xn = input data point at time n, 

A., B. j = filter weighting coefficients. 

1 

n 
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Data Format 

Filter coefficients (one card) R, Ao, A1, A2, B1, B2, B3 in 

format (7F10. 5). 

Input data and filtered output in format (F10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 

1XF10, 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XI5). 

Operating Instructions 

1. Load object deck, PDQ free form subroutines. 

2. Set console switch 1: on normalize by value on filter co- 

efficient card; off= normalize by 1. 0. 

3. Set console switch 2: on = first two data cards are pre - 

weighting values, xi, yj respectively; off = set preweighting values 

to zero. 

4, Push RESET, START and read data including last card. 

5. Computer will compute output and then punch output. 

6. When program reaches PAUSE, new data may be filtered 

by resetting console switches, push RESET, START and reading new 

filtering coefficient card followed by data. 

Notes 

Data must contain sequence numbers in cols. 75 -80. 

This program was coded in PDQ FORTRAN so that if changes 
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in data format, number of weighting coefficients or some other 

feature needs to be changed it can be quickly recompiled with the 

altered source deck. PDQ FORTRAN is a rapid one pass compiler 

that is ideally suited to this simple type of program. 

Preweighting values are the data points with indices less than 

one. They can be supplied so that the filter will weight initial values 

that are not all zeros. 
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C RECURSIVE FILTER 3 AS AND 3 BS DC SMATHERS 
C PDQ FORTRAN 7-6-66 

1 TYPE 90 
TYPE 92 
PAUSE 
READ 100, AMP,AO,A1,A2,B1,B2,B3 
DIMENSION Y(999), X(999) 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 2) 7,3 

3 DO 4 I =1,5 
4 X(I) =0.0 

DO 6 1 =1,5 
6 Y(1) =O.0 

I D =6 
7 READ 101, X(1),X(2),X(3),X(4),x(5) 

READ 101, Y(1),Y(2),Y(3),Y(4),Y(5) 
8 READ 101, X( ID), X( ID +1),X(ID +2),X(ID +3),X(ID +4),IC 

ID =ID +5 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 9) 10,8 

C BEGIN FILTER 
10 ID =5 

JD =5 
ICE =IC 

15 1 =ID 
20 Y(JD) =A0*x(I ) 

I =1 -1 
Y(JD) =A1*X(I) +Y(JD) 
1 =1 -1 

Y(JD) =A2*X(I) +Y(JD) 
J =JD -1 
Y(JD) =Y(JD)- B1 *Y(J) 
J =J -1 
Y(JD) =Y(JD)- B2 *Y(J) 
J =J -1 
Y(JD)= Y(J0)- 83 *Y(J) 
ID =ID +1 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1) 25,30 

25 Y(JD) =Y(JD) *AMP 
30 JD =JD +1 

IF(ICE -ID) 35,15,15 
35 IC =5 

JD =5 
40 PUNCH 101, Y( JD), Y( JD +1),Y(J0 +2),Y(JD +3),Y(JD +4),IC 

JD =JD +5 
IC =IC +5 
IF(ICE -IC) 50,40,40 

50 PAUSE 
GO TO 1 

90 FORMAT(38HRLSET THEN READ NORM,AO,A1,A2,B1,62,83, /) 
92 FORMAT(20HSId 1 ON TO NORMALIZE) 
100 FORMAT(7F10.5) 
101 FORMAT( F14.&, 1XF14. 8,1XF14.8,1XF14.8,1XF14.8,1X15) 

END 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR NONRECURSIVE FILTER PROGRAM 

Compile r 

PDQ FORTRAN 

Subroutines 

PDQ free form 

Size Limits 

995 data points 

6 filter weighting coefficients 

Purpose 

This program will do digital filtering which averages only the 

input data according to the equation: 

yn - R(Ao xn + Al xn +1 + A2 xn +2 + A3 xn +3 
+ A4 xn +4 + A5 

Xn +5) 

where y n = output data point at time n. 

R = normalizing coefficient. 

= input data point at time n. 

A. = filter weighting coefficient. 

xri 

i 
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Data Format 

Filter coefficients (one card): R, Ao, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5. 

(7F10. 5) 

Input data and filtered output: (F10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 

1XF10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XI5). 

Operating Procedure 

1. Load object deck, PDQ free from subroutines. 

2. Set console switch 1: on = normalize by value on filter 

coefficient card; off = normalize by 1. 0. 

3. Push RESET, START, and read data including last card. 

4. Program will compute output and then punch output. 

5. When program reaches PAUSE, new data may be filtered 

by pushing RESET, START, and reading new filtering coefficient 

card followed by data. 

Notes 

Data must contain sequence numbering in columns 75 -80. 

The maximum problem size can be increased to approximately 1200 

by changing the dimension statement. The RESET key must be 

pressed before reading data because the program will stop when the 

last card indicator is on. 
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The number of filtering coefficients can be increased by 

adding instructions to the sequence following statement number 16 

and modifying the filtering coefficient card accordingly. 

The filter supplies zeros for data to be weighted beyond the 

last data point. To supply other coefficients, add one card at the 

end of the normal data with the desired data values and with the 

sequence number of the last data point of the normal data. 



FLOWCHART FOR NONRECURSIVE FILTER PROGRAM 
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C N0NRECURS i VE FILTER (6 WEIGHTINGS) DC SMATHERS 
C PDQ FORTRAN SOURCE DECK 7 -6 -66 
C 

1 TYPE 90 
TYPE 92 
PAUSE 

5 READ 100, AMP ,A0,A1,A2,A3,A4,A5 
DIMENSION Y(999), X(999) 
10 =1 

10 READ 101, X( ID), X( ID +1),X(ID +2),X(ID +3),X(ID +4),IC 
ID =ID +5 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 9) 15,10 

15 10=1 
JD =1 
ICE =IC 

16 1 =10 
Y(JD)= A0*X(I ) 

1=1 +1 

Y(JD) =A1*X(I) +Y(JD) 
1 =1 +1 

Y(JD)= /.ti2*X(I) +Y(JD) 
1 =1 +1 
Y(JD)= A3 *X(I) +Y(JD) 
1 =1 +1 

Y(JD) =AL*X(I) +Y(JD) 
1 =1 +1 

Y(JD) =A5*X(I) +Y(JD) 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1) 17,18 

17 Y(JD) =Y(JD) *AMP 
18 ID =ID +1 

JD =JD +1 
IF(IC -I) 20,20, 16 
PAUSE 

20 1 =1+1 
X(I)=0.0 
IF(IC -ID) 25,16,16 

25 IC=5 
JD =1 

30 PUNCH 101, Y( JD), Y( JD +1),Y(JD +2),Y(JD +3),Y(JD +4),IC 
JD =JD +5 
IC =IC +5 
IF(ICE IC) 40,30,30 

40 PAUSE 
GO TO 1 

90 FORMAT (3S:TUSH RESET, READ NORM, 6 WEIGHTS, DATA/) 
92 FORMAT (1 &:1SW 1 ON= NORMALIZE) 
100 FORMAT(7F10.5) 
101 FORMAT( 8, F14, 1XF14.8, 1xF14.8, 

END 
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Data Format 

Plot parameter card: X MIN, X MAX, Y MIN, Y MAX 

(4F10. 5) 

Autocovariance function output: (6X14, 50XF15. 9) 

Spectral estimate output: (F15, 7, 13XE14, 8, 14XE14. 8) 

Operating Instructions 

1, Apply power to 1627 plotter. Load paper and position the 

pen near the center of the paper. 

2. Load the condensed object deck. 

3. Read plot parameter card. 

4. Set console switches: 1 on = plot raw spectral estimates 

(log scale); 2 on = plot smoothed spectral estimates (log scale); 

3 on = plot autocovariance function. 

5. Press RESET, START and read data cards. 

6. After the last card is read, the machine will pause. Push 

RESET. 

7. Set console switch 4 on (all others off) to read new plot 

parameters and start new plot grid. 

8. The program will continue plotting sets of data according 

to the settings of the console switches. 
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Notes 

The size of the plot can be changed by changing the constants 

on the second card following statement number five. 

The color of the ink can be changed after a set of data has 

been plotted. 

Operating instructions will be typed on the typewriter to 

inform the operator what point in the program is being executed. 

Values that are outside the limits of the plot as entered on 

the plot parameter card will be plotted at the same scale until the 

edge of the paper or 1000 inches is reached. 

The YMAX and YMIN values for the spectral estimates must 

be in logarithmic units of base ten. For example, if the maximum 

is 100 and the minimum is 0. 1, the values should be entered as 

-1. 0 and 2. 0. The absolute value of negative spectral estimates are 

plotted. 
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C POWER SPECTRUM PLOT PROGRAM DC SMATHEPS 
C FORTRAN II WITH PLOT SUBROUTINE 7-8-66 
C 

5 TYPE 100 
READ 101, XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX 
CALL PLOT( 1, XMIN, XMAX ,8.O,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,5.O,YMAX) 
TYPE 102 
TYPE 103 
TYPE 98 

9 PAUSE 
CALL PLOT(99) 

10 IF(SENSE SWITCH 1) 20,11 
11 IF(SENSE SWITCH 2) 30,12 
12 IF(SENSE SWITCH 3) 40,13 
13 IF(SENSE SWITCH 4) 15,14 
14 TYPE 104 

GO TO 9 
15 CALL PLOT (7) 

GO TO 5 

20 READ 105, FREQ,RPEC,SPEC 
21 RPEC =ABSF(RPEC) 

IF(RPEC) 21,50 22 
22 RPEC =(LOGF(RPEC)) *0.4342945 
23 CALL PLOT (O,FREQ,RPEC) 

IF(SENSE SWITCH 9) 9,20 
30 READ 105, FREQ,RPEC,SPEC 
31 SPEC =ABSF(SPEC) 

IF(SPEC) 31,60,32 
32 SPEC =(LOGF(SPEC)) *0.4342945 
33 CALL PLOT(O,FREQ,SPEC) 

IF(SENSE SWITCH 9) 9,30 
40 READ 106, ILAG,AUTOC 

X LAG= ILAG 
CALL PLOT(O,XLAG,AUTOC) 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 9) 9,40 

50 RPEC =YMIN 
GO TO 23 

6o SPEC =YMIN 
GO TO 33 

100 FORMAT(33HREAD XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX IN F20.5/) 
101 FORMAT(4F10.5) 
102 FORMAT(55HSW 1 ON= RAW LOG SPECTRA PLOT, SW 2 ON SW 
103 FORMAT(55HECTRA PLOT SW 3 ON= AUTOCORRELATION PLOT, 
98 FORMAT( 8HNEW PLOT) 
104 FORMAT(27HTURN ON PROPER SENSE SWITCH) 
105 FORMAT(F15.7, 13XE14.8, 14XE14.8) 
106 FORMAT(6X14, 50XF15.9) 

END 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR DATA PLOT PROGRAM 

Compiler 

FORTRAN II, Version 2 with PLOT subroutines. 

Subroutine s 

FORTRAN II, Version 2 plot subroutines. 

Size Limits 

Any values within control parameters. 

Any number of data points. 

Purpose 

This program allows data, five data points per card to be 

plotted graphically on the 1627 plotter. The plot grid will be eight 

inches on the horizontal axis by five inches on the vertical axis. The 

maximum and minimum expected values for each axis are entered 

on the first card, the plot parameter card. They are used to set the 

scale. For example, for a five inch axis with a scale of 10 units per 

inch, enter 0. 0 and 50. 0 as the minimum and maximum values. 
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Data Format 

Plot parameter card: X MIN, X MAX, Y MIN, Y MAX 

(4F10. 5). 

Data to be plotted: standard data format. (F10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 

1XF10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XF10. 5, 1XI5). 

Operating Instruction 

1. Apply power to 1627 plotter. Load paper and position 

pen near the center of the paper. 

2. Load condensed object deck. 

3. Read plot parameter card. 

4. Set console switch 4 to off. 

5. Press RESET, START, and read data. 

6. After last data card is read, the machine will pause. 

Push RESET, 

7. Set console switch 4 to on to go to new plot grid and read 

new plot parameters. Set console switch 4 off to plot more data on 

the same plot grid. 

8. The program will continue plotting sets of data and making 

new plot grids when console switch 4 is on. 
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Notes 

The size of the plot can be changed by changing the statement 

preceeding number 7 and recompiling the program. 

The color of the ink can be changed after a set of data has 

been plotted. 

Operator instructions will be typed on the typewriter to in- 

form the operator what point in the program is being executed. 

Values that are outside of the limits of the plot as entered on 

the plot parameter card will be plotted at the same scale until the 

edge of the paper or 1000 inches is reached. 
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C DATA PLOT PROGRAM DC SMATHERS 
C FORTRAN II WITH PLOT SUBROUTINE 7 -8-66 
C 

DIMENSION I(5),R(5) 
5 TYPE 100 
READ 102, XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX 
CALL PLOT( I, XMIN, XMAX ,8.O,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX0.5.O,YMAX) 

7 TYPE 98 
8 PAUSE 

IF(SENSE SWITCH 4) 10,18 
10 CALL PLOT (7) 

GO TO 5 
18 TIME =1.0 
20 READ 101, R(1),R(2),R(3),R(4),R(5) 

CALL PLOT(0,TIME,R(1)) 
TIME =TIME +1.0 
CALL PLOT(0,TIME,R(2)) 
TIME =TIME +1.0 
CALL PLOT(O,TIME,R(3)) 
TIME =TIME +1.0 
CALL PLOT(0,TIME,R(4)) 
TIME.TIME +1.0 
CALL PLOT(O,TIME,R(5)) 
TIME =TIME +1.0 
IF(SENSE SWITCH 9) 7,20 

98 FORMAT(26HSW 4 ON FOR NEW PLOT FRAME) 
100 FORMAT(33HREAD XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX IN F20.5/) 
101 FORMAT( F14. 8, 1XF14. 8,1XF14.8,1XF14.8,1XF14.8,1X15) 
102 FORMAT(4F10.5) 

END 


